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the universal greatness to which humanity
is called. Most human beings might only
occasionally be called to display heroic courage.

manyofthem will most likely

come through.
Most human beings, however, can probably
count the number of times they perform acts —
of courage with single digits. Queers in the
Midsouth, on the other hand, have probably lost
count. Coming out every day to the co—worker,
the neighbor or the boss never seems to getany
easier andalways remains a three part process.
It starts with that hesitation, that "how—will—
they—react?" moment before summomng the

courage to proceed.
Then comes the trembling voice (that only a
few of us have learned to steady) when speakmg
truth to power.
'
And finally comes the exhaustion after the
adrenaline rush slows. It‘s so much work coming
out. It takes so much psychic energy! No wonder
we‘re so tired all the time!
Could it be that many of us queers here in the —
Midsouth know little of that three part process?
So sick and cowardly are we that only our silence
stands in the face of oppression. So sick and
cowardly are we that blind rationalization after
blind rationalization fills in whenever courage
tries to take hold. Sure, we‘ve heard it over and
over again: only when the oppressor gets to know
us as human beings who are just like them will
they stop demonizing us. But theydon‘t call us
sissies for nothing, do they? Because in many
of our cases, we‘re just too cowardly to fight the
fight. We are indeed our own worst enemies,
aren‘t we?
Randy Shilts ofAnd the Band Played On fame,
once claimed that the closet is not the creation of
the oppressor. It isthe creation of the oppressed.
Straight people didn‘t make the closet. Queers
created and maintain it, because we are too afraid
to step out. It‘s safe. It‘s secure.
And it‘s so, so sick.
It‘s National Coming Out Day again this
month. Time to ritualize the destruction of that
bastion of oppression. Some of us Midsouth
queers won‘t likely bother to notice. But
fortunately, some of us will. And we‘ll come out
to one or two of our associates that day. We‘ll do
it without fanfare. We‘ll do it qunetly And weII
probably live to talk about it.
— That will be progress. That will heal the
sickness. Here‘s to an exhausting October 11!
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TRIANGLE CovER STORY

Is

Amaechi

great?

Average NBA player is superb human being
Commentary by Jamie R. Griffin

I will admit when I saw the ad for the MGLCC‘s
Gaymes announcing that NBA "great" John
Amaechiwould bethe guest speaker I thought
to myself "that adjective should be reserved for
more celebrated players like Magic Johnson, Bill
Russell, Michael Jordan or Bob Cousy." Amaechi,
I reasoned, was a role player during his NBA
career. Don‘t get me wrong any person who can
play on basketball‘s grandest stage for six years
is one heck of a hoopster. By doing so, he has
accomplished something that less than half one
percent of the world‘s population can claim to
have done. Still I wouldn‘t call him great, at least
not on the court.
I will also admit that I lost a friend recently,
nottoanaccidentordisease, but to philosophical
differences. See my former friend, who is in good
health, disapproves of my involvement with
MGLCC. She thinks that because I hang out with
gays I too will be vulnerable, if I‘m not already
gay, to "catching" what they have. Therefore,
by my association with her, she would also be
exposed to this "gay bug." I wish I were making
this up.
I will again admit I heard a gay Black man
claim that after having dated three African—
American men in the past, that he would never
consider dating another. I wondered was the
experience that horrific for him, or were the
expectations just different. | wondered if three
failed experiences with members of other races
would lead to such a declaration. And 1 also
wondered how he would ingest those same
statements if they were uttered by a gay person
that wasn‘t Black.
Sowhatdoes the

third paragraph

have to do with John Amaechi? Plenty. To start,
Amaechi was criticized for waiting until his NBA
career was complete before coming out. Some
reasoned that he would have made a greater
impact on the NBA had he opened up about
his personal life while playing in the league. His
critics will say he lacked the courage in not doing
so. Although the criticism is valid, I certainly do
not agree. Consider this: Amaechi could have
walked away from the NBA an afterthought and
a multi—millionaire. His private life could have
remained just that, private. Instead he took
a chance to share what he wasn‘t obligated
to reveal. He rationalized that his story, his
experience could help someone who had or
would have a similar experience.
Amaechi would

be the first to say he

experienced a great deal of trepidation when
he considered coming out while playing in the
league. An NBA locker room is not the most
accepting place for gay men. Think about it, if
I can lose an educated twenty—something year
old

self—proclaimed

liberal friend

because I

have gay acquaintances,
imagine the scrutiny
Amechi
could
have
received in a macho, |
testosterone
heavy |
driven
league where
team chemistry off the
court is just as important
as team chemistry on it
(i.e. see Shaq and Kobe
for proof).
Once while playing
with Orlando, Amaechi
heard a teammate on the
team plane ripping gays.
The player said gays get
what they deserve in life
because their behavior
is immoral and they
choose that way of life.
Amaechi asked the guy
out loud, why any person
would choose to be part
of the "most maligned
minority" in the world.
He immediately realized
he had opened himself I
to speculation. "I was
taking a significant risk in
allowing for the guessing
game," he admits in his
autobiography. "It
is [F |
precisely that kind of [wi
concern that makes it
so hard for gay athletes—or even their straight
during the interview.
supporters— to speak up in any context public
"The bad part about that is it leads to a
or private." Even the supporter? Yes, as | was
double prejudice. So you‘ve got the black people
recently reassured first hand to answer my own
stereotype — that black people are strong, can
question.
jump high, are really quick and very masculine.
I‘m going to assume that coming out
"Then because you‘ve got this one stereotype
is no walk in the park and Amaechi should
of black people, that automatically means they
be commended for doing it when he didn‘t
can‘t be gay, because you‘ve got a stereotype
necessarily have to do it. He should also be
about what gay people are, which is absurd."
commended for the work he had done and
Now Amaechi understands being Black
continues to do with young adults and gay
and being gay are two separate issues, but
organizations alike. "Great" basketball player?
some similarities exist, as is the case of the
Maybe not. Great human being? No doubt.
aforementioned Black gay male, there is a great
Amaechi has a chance to be even greater
deal of self—hatred in both communities. And
as he has taken his cause to another level. This
what makes Amaechi truly "great" are his efforts
summer, in an interview with The Voice, he spoke
to bring love into the mix.
about the trials of being
"_| CREDIT DOLLARS FOR MASSAGE |
a double minority, Black
BODYBUCKS ..
and gay. "The juxtaposition
may be used as a credit for services offered by
of being gay and black in
j
EJ
sports is especially powerful.
Because if people were to
,.
guess who the gay people
in sport were, they‘d pick
the white folk," says Amaechi «§

FIETEEN
crEpit Dollars

ay
FIFTEEN
T/ BODYWISE
CREDIT DOLLARS
®. COMPANY
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Tm
BODYBUCKSm are not redeemable in currency, and certain restrictions may apply such as
A
expiration dates and limitations on total credit applied on available services by appointment.... M
3540 Summer Ave. Suite 406 * (901) 454—9499
www.abodywisecompany.com
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TRIANGLE POLITICOS

County Committee leads way in
TEP‘s strategy for positive legislation
"he efforts of the TEP Shelby County

Shelby

TCommittee are leading the way in the
Tennessee Equality Project‘s strategy of
pursuing positive legislation that provides
protections for Tennessee‘s gay, lesbian, bisexual
and transgender community. Established a little
over a year ago, the Shelby County Committee
was TEP‘s first regional committee. After a spring
and summer of organizing around the State, TEP
has looked to Shelby County as the prototype
for committees in Rutherford, Montgomery,
Hamilton/Bradley, Knox and Franklin Counties
as well as the Tri—Cities, to give the organization
a statewide presence.
TEP Shelby County also led the way in
the organization‘s shift to pursuing positive
legislation. "The Shelby County Committee
worked hard at engaging candidates for City
Council last year," notes TEP President Chris
Sanders. "They have turned those contacts into
_animpressiveefforttomoveanondiscrimination
ordinance forward in Memphis. We had talked
about it in Nashville, but they have established a
map that we are now drawing from in our efforts.
It‘s time to start advancing positive legislation in

Tennessee."
The committee also flexed its muscle during
the last legislative session. Over 30 people came
from Shelby County to Nashville in February
to meet with their legislators to discuss issues
like the birth certificate bill and the proposed
adoption ban. "We began organizing early and

The Shelby County Committee‘s success has
convinced TEP of the importance of establishing
strong
regional
committees throughout
Tennessee and helped the organization turn
a corner from fighting negative legislation to
pursuing positive legislation. "If we ever hope
to pass a bill in the General Assembly that
provides real protections
for our ~community, we
"[The Shelby County TEP committee has] need. support throughout
the state," says Jonathan
established a map that we are now drawing
Cole, Shelby County Co—
from in our efforts. It‘s time to start advancing Chair. "We will announce
legislation later this month
positive legislation in Tennessee."
that will benefit every
member ofTennessee‘s GLBT
—— TEP President Chris Sanders
community."
For more information
about TEP Shelby County
their
visit
Committee,
set a goal of having the largest delegation in the
website at www.tnep.org/shelby.
State at Advancing Equality Day on the Hill," says
The Tennessee Equality Project is a non—
Shelby County Co—Chair Tommy Simmons. "Not
profit organization whose mission is to promote
only were we the largest group, but we playeda
and sustain the rights of gay, lesbian, bisexual
role in helping defeat the adoption ban."
and transgender persons in Tennessee.

"o‘call MarkLambert atThe CochranFlrlnnow~>
". and get the beneﬁts you are due notthe ones |
tae, the1nsnranoecompanywantsyoutohave

f

Special Memphis City Counql election demands attention of GLBT voters
by Jonathan Cole
he news media — television, newspapers disability, marital status, sex, gender identity
management services

Tand magazines, talk radio and the
blogosphere — are focusing most of their
attention on the Presidential election that is
just weeks away. After the Democratic and
Republican Party Conventions, the two major
candidates for President, party organizations
and other partisan and non—partisan groups
began bombarding the airwaves and the
internet with ads supporting or opposing
Obama—Biden or McCain—Palin. While there are
serious implications for the GLBT community
in this pivotal Presidential election year, take a
moment to look closely at another race closer
to home.
Earlier this summer, Scott McCormick
surprised many when he resigned his seat on
the Memphis City Council. McCormick ran for
re—election to his Superdistrict 9, Position 1 seat
and found himself in a minority on the council
— one of the four council members returning to
the 13—member council.
McCormick‘s resignation, effective August
31, was efficiently timed to allow a special
election on November 4 for his replacement.
Currently, Jack Sammons, a former council
member who did not run for re—election in 2007,
is serving as an interim replacement.
The open seat on the Council comes ata time
when LGBT issues are receiving more attention
by Memphis City government. Earlier this year,
the Tennessee Equality Project announced
intentions of introducing a non—discrimination
ordinance that would prohibit discrimination in
employment, housing, public accommodations,
services and education on the basis of age, race,
color, creed, religion, national origin, ancestry,

or expression, sexual orientation or physical
characteristics. Last summer, police brutality
and hate crimes against transgender citizens
within the city dominated the news. Concerned
citizens testified before the City Council‘s
Public Safety and Home Homeland Security
Committee. In August,the City Council voted to
support an external investigation of Memphis
Police Department policies and procedures
following the beating of Duanna Johnson.
The Shelby County Committee ofTEP is close
to introducing a non—discrimination ordinance
for consideration by Mayor Herenton and the
City Council. For this reason, it‘s imperative
that GLBT voters and their friends consider the
positions of those running for the Superdistrict
9, Position 1 seat. The newly elected councilman
may be the deciding vote needed to pass the
non—discrimination ordinance. Many candidates
initially filed to run for the seat, but only four
remain in the race:
+

Paul Shaffer, a Democrat currently serving
as business manager for the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (IBEW)
Local 474 and as Vice President of the
Memphis and Tennessee AFL—CIO Labor
Council (www.shafferformemphis.com)

+_

Kemp Conrad, a Republican and senior
vice president of a commercial real estate
firms in Memphis, Commercial Advisors.
He also serves as president and CEO of
Commercial Advisors sister company,
Commercial
Alliance
Management,
which provides leasing and property

and real estate
kempconrad.com)

to corporations
investors (www.

<

John Willingham, a Republican and
local BBQ entrepreneur, served on the
Shelby County Commission and ran for
Memphis Mayor in 2007 (no website at
press time).

+_

Arnett Montague III, a 27—year—old
Democrat who is a manager at FedEx (no
website at press time).

The candidate who receives the most votes
in Superdistrict 9 (Northeastern Memphis) on
Nov. 4 will win the seat. There will not be a runoff
election.
Voters will have an easier time finding out
the positions of the Presidential candidates
on GLBT social justice issues than they will on
those running for City Council. Local media will
probably not ask the questions that weigh on
the minds of Memphis GLBT voters. TEP PAC
plans to survey candidates and hopes to make an
endorsement in the City Council race, but don‘t
let that stop you from asking candidates about
their positions on GLBT social justice issues. The
civil rights of the GLBT citizens of Memphis may
depend on it.

”SayittoTJ
ed1t0rs@t]memphlscom

The "OUTlook" Update
by Natasha Burnett—Holmes
The "OUTlook" thanks the GLBT community for

supporting the webshow and Memphis Gay and
_ Lesbian Community Center for providing a venue
for taping. Since its premier, The "OUTlook" has been
viewed by many all over the country and has received
many emails of support. The "OUTlook" has featured
interviews with big names like Ari Gold, national out
recording artist, and Peterson Toscano, theatrical
activist, to local activists such as the founders of local
Trans group, Perpetual Transition.
Future shows will feature nationally known lesbian
author and former Memphian, Laurinda D. Brown, and
the cast of the play, Walk Like A Man, and interviews
with members of some of Memphis‘s gay families. The _
"OUTlook"can be viewed on www.veoh.com where the
first three episodes are posted along with two video
blogs and on www.myspace.com/theoutlookmemphis.
The "OUTlook" website, www.theoutlookmemphis.
com, will premier soon, so look out forit.The"OUTlook"
welcomes comments and feedback, as well as requests
to be on the show, at theoutlookmemphis@yahoo.
com.

377—1057
23 Years
Memphis Experience
REALTOR® MLS
Search Listings

GlennMooreRealty .co
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Commentary by Marisa Richmond, Ph.D.
ecently, I have been appointed to two

gender identity. With the rash of hate crimes

one thing if I actually had some experience

special study committees operated by

across the state recently, we in the Tennessee

in dealing with smoking related issues, but

the Tennessee

Department of Health.

Transgender Political Coalition (TTPC) felt it was

the best I can do is to say that | sometimes

One of the goals we might set for ourselves is to

time to renew our push to strengthen Tennessee

hang

become more involved in public matters which

law and to add gender identity to the code to

that is not the sort of perspective they want.

allow us to represent the GLBT community

ensure that all GLBT people are finally covered.

Now, I have discussed health related issues at

within the community at large. This is how we

The

Planning

times. One issue that concerns transgender

educate others on GLBT issues.

Committee is part of a process to implement

activists is the lack of access to basic health

_

a Statewide Sexual Violence Prevention Plan

care. Many health insurance companies will

The first committee is called the Sexual

Violence
This

Prevention

appointment

came

my discussions with
Tennessee

Planning

Prevention

bars with

smokers.

I

suspect

Committee.

as required to receive Rape Prevention and

not provide insurance to transgender people,

because

Education funds from the Centers for Disease

even if the company has a non—discrimination

Control.

policy on hiring with gender identity in it. In

of

representatives of the

a

representative

of

the

GLBT

community, | want to make sure they address

addition, many health care professionals do not —

the problems of domestic violence directed at

want to treat GLBT patients. This was illustrated

Rights Intimidation statute. This law makes

GLBT youth. I am quite familiar with the horror

so dramatically in the film "Southern Comfort"

it criminal to intimidate someone, but that

stories articulated by people who come out to

(2000).

does

or

their parents as gay or transgender, and can

Georgia named

gender identity. Tennessee also has a Penalty

be severely beaten. This forces many to leave

transmen, Robert did not have bottom surgery,

Enhancement Statute that can be applied after

home, where they can end up on the streets and

so he developed ovarian cancer. When

a person has been convicted of a crime like

become vulnerable to hate crimes and sexually

realized something was wrong, he tried to find

assault. Sexual orientation is one of the factors

transmitted diseases. While not my specialty,

a doctor who would see him. It was only after

listed that can be used to increase a sentence

anything | can do to raise awareness of these

being turned away by 22 physicians was he

for the convicted person if it is determined

issues will make this a very important service.

able to find one who diagnosed his condition.

that the crime was based on bias as to one of

My first meeting took place in Nashville right

Unfortunately, the disease had progressed so

the covered categories, but it does not include

after Labor Day.

far by then, there was little to be done to save

not

about

include

Domestic

As

Civil

Violence

Against

Violence

in

and

Sexual

Coalition

about

Sexual

out

Tennessee‘s

sexual

orientation

The

second

appointment
Help

us

defend

social justice

for

all

It is about a transgender man from
Robert Eads. Like so. many
he

him.

is one that

In 2005, | worked with State Representative

has me scratching my head

Barbara Cooper (D—Memphis) to amend her

in puzzlement. It is to the

bill, HJRO091, by adding "gender identity" to

Tennessee

Use

language authorizing a study by TennCare on

Control

Health Care Disparities. It already said sexual

Program. The reason | am so

orientation, but not gender identity. Sadly, a

Tobacco,

Prevention

and

puzzled by it is that | have

majority of the members of the House Health

2008 will be a year of change. Join the Memphis Stonewall

absolutely no background

and

Democrats to make sure it‘s a change toward social justice for

in—

any

against this proposal. They did not want any

everyone in the Mid—South.

smoking related issue. I am

documentation on disparity or discrimination

We focus on change in three ways:
Educating the LGBT community about the differences between
political parties, —
Mobilizing the LGBT community to get out to vote on Election Day
for fair—minded Democrats, and
Advocating when Republicans attack our families and our civil
rights while we lead the Democratic Party to continue improving
its record on issues important to us.

dealing

with

Human

Resources

Committee

voted

not a smoker, have never

in health care for transgender people. Officials

smoked, so I have never

with

the Tennessee

Department

of Health

been through any quitting

promised me they would include it in the

program.

|

study despite its not being required by the

Furthermore,

have never been involved

General Assembly, but when the 102 page

with any smoking research

study was finally released in 2006, there was no

project

mention of disparities based on gender identity.

or

program.
contacted

anti—smoking
When
by

1

the

was
state,

In the meantime, TTPC is working with the
Tennessee

Nurses‘ Association

to introduce

The Memphis Stonewall Democrats is a LGBT non—profit organization
affiliated with the National Stonewall Democrats (NSD) and committed
to working through the Democratic Party to advance the rights of all
people regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity.

they informed

NSD, with more than one hundred local chapters, is America‘s only

process." They did not tell

by both the American Medical Association and

grassroots Democratic LGBT organization.

me who had recommended

the American Psychological Association.

me that 1

a resolution at their annual meeting in late

had "been identified as a

October supporting access to health care for

vital person to participate

transgender people. We hope this will be in the

in this strategic planning

same line as similar resolutions passed recently

me or why anyone would
Join our fight for equality.
Memphis
Stonewall
Democrats

Membership is just $30 a year.
W

www.memphisstonewalldemocrats.org
6 Triangle Journal—October 2008

Of course, none of this has anything to do

think I had any expertise

specifically with smoking. That is why I am so

in this area. Since whoever

puzzled by this second appointment. | want

did recommend

to serve the community the best way | can,

not warn

me

did

me about this

but it also helps if. my talents and experience

in advance, | was caught

are

totally by surprise by the

of just

invitation.

somebody,

It

would

be

utilized in
adding

my
me

strong

areas,

to something

somewhere

heard

instead
because

my name.
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PFLAG Memphis

MGLCC celebrates National Coming Out Day with

appoints new board

the Fifth Memphis Gaymes
by lan Keller

isa Kurts—Crume

Lhas been elected

emphis Gay and Lesbian Community

‘

president of the
) Memphis chapter of
) PFLAG (Parent, Friends
| and Families of Lesbians
and Gays). Mary Reed
1 has been elected as
vice president and Dee
4 Billmeier has been re—
Lisa Kurts—Crume
elected as Secretary/
z
Treasurer.
The elections were conducted after
the retirement and relocation of Dr. Arnold
Drake, founder and past ;
:
president of the local |
chapter.
PFLAG is a support |
group for lesbians, gays, |
bi—sexuals, transgenders |
and their families and |
friends. For more |_
information, visit www. |_
pflag.org or call 901—268— ###
3511.
Mary Reed

M Center (MGLCC) celebrates National
Coming Out Day 2008 with a line—up
of competitions for the athletically, and not—so—
athletically, inclined during the week leading
up to the October 11 holiday. The Memphis
Gaymes have become the Midsouth‘s version of
the olympics.
The week‘s festivities will begin with a
bowling competition on Sunday October 5 at
Winchester Bowl at 3pm. More information can
be received from Curtis at 270—0067.
A putt—putt competition will be held on
Monday October 6 at Putt—Putt on Summer
at 7pm. Call Len for more information at 857—
8523.
Volleyball and basketball competitions
will be held at Idlewild Presbyterian Church on
October 7 at 7pm. More information can be
received from Mark at 438—0551.
Scrabble, chess, and checkers competitions
will be coordinated by Angela (237—2490) on
Wednesday October 8 at MGLCC at 7pm.
Pool and darts competitions will be

coordinated by Mimi (830—1937) at RP Billiards
on Thursday October 9 at 7pm.
The Blues Bash Softball Tournament will be
held on Saturday and Sunday October 11 and 12
at Kennedy Fields. Chuck is coordinating these
games and he can be reached at 626—5067 for
more information.
The events will not require pre—registration
except for the Blues Bash Tournament.
Community members who wish to participate
may simply show up at the indicated days and
times and join in on the fun!
MGLCC will also present a National Comlng
Out Day evening celebration with Gaymes special
guest star John Amaechi on October 11 at 8pm.
The reception is at 1625 Central Avenue. There is
a $25 suggested donation.
Amaechi will present the gold, silver and
bronze gaymes medals to awared winners at the
closing ceremonies to be held at Playhouse on
the Square on Sunday October 12 at 6 pm. The
closing eventis free of charge and a light buffet
and cash bar will be available.

pacific—Rim

Friends For Life benefit costume

cuisine in

party slated for October 25

Cooper—

Young

928 ~ Cooper ®
Memphis
Fh 9012742556

Buns on the Run
Bakery & Café
2150 Elzey Avenue
Hours:
Tuesday—Friday
7 a.m. —2 p.m.
Saturday
7 a.m. — 12:30 p.m.

ye
n Saturday, October 25th, the premier Midtown Halloween costume

party will be held to benefit Friends For Life. The theme for this year‘s
party is Once Upon A Time... Scary Tales. The fund raising costume
party, in its third year, proved to be a huge success in 2007 with over 900 guests
in attendance. This year‘s party promises to be bigger and better, and is being
billed as Midtown‘s largest Halloween party.
The Halloween Costume Party, Once Upon A Time... Scary Tales, which will
be held in the Creative Arts Building at the Mid—South Fairgrounds in Midtown
starting at Ipm on Saturday evening (10/25), will include the mystique of Fairy
Tales gone awry mixed with elaborate costumes, music from DJ Steve Anne, a
costume contest with huge prizes, food and much more. Doors open at 9pm,
and the party continues into the night.
The mission of Friends For Life is to help persons affected by HIV/AIDS live
well. It has been 25 years since the medical community became aware of HIV/
AIDS, and for 20 years Friends For Life has provided support for numerous men,
women and children through nutritional programs, housing assistance, HIV
prevention and testing and education. This Scary Tales Costume Party provides
the opportunity for the community to lend support to help enrich the lives of
persons in the Mid—South who are living with HIV/AIDS.
:
For more information on the big Halloween costume party, Once Upon A
Time... Scary Tales, contact Kim Moss @ Friends For Life—272—0855 x233 or visit
www.friendsforlifecorp.org.

Ifyou‘re looking for good home cooking,

Buns on the Run is second to none.
Serving Breakfast and Lunch.
iLocatedA—uin the Cooper—Young neighborhood.

November TJ Deadline is October 17, 2008
editors@tjmemphis;com
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take more than a I|st and two hands
by Elizabeth Flanders Pitts
2. Stop trying to clean primer out of
brushes so that they might be reused.
aid my friend John, as we were discussing
Instead, buy cheap brushes that | can
topics for this column: There is some
throw away when I‘m. done priming.
benefit to regular columnists giving the
3. Get over guilt about throwing brushes
readership a window into their daily lives. away.
It helps the readers identify with the writer.
So we‘re going to run with that this month for Thereare things I‘velearned from this experience
two reasons: 1) I‘ve been hip— deep in home that I can credit to others: for example, my dad
Some tasks

Being #1 not
always best
Commentary by Darlene Fike
The crowd went wild. They were chanting,

"We‘re number one! We‘re number one!
We‘re
number one!" The player held up
offered to set me up with a makeshift scaffold
improvements lately in addition to parenting,
both arms, index fingers extended to indicate
that 1 could just walk around on instead of:
work and theater, so this is topical. Really; and
the
pride in being number one. Our American
constantly moving the ladder. That was a good
2) My friend John is the only attorney | trust,
society
has elevated the status of being number
idea, and one I would have taken him up on
and as such | will refer all complaints to him.
one. We love being number one. However, I am
had he not offered that the day after I‘d finished
See me now: balanced precariously on the
writing
about a number one that few, if any,
painting the aforementioned crown molding.
_ edge of my kitchen sink, cursing the previous
would
think
about being part of.
:
Let‘s add to our list:
owners of my house for painting the crown
When
|
was
in
a
class
on
Counseling
Gays,
molding the same Gap—chino color as the wall. — 4. Let my child "help" paint longbefore I am
Lesbians and Bisexuals (GLB) a question was
Watch me, the Human Fly, as | stand on the —
screamingcrazily and threatening violence.
raised. "If there was a pill you could take that
counter on tip—toes, straining to reach the spot
At age five, she is incapable of usingthe roller
would
make you straight would you take it?" I
of green I missed above the fridge. Wait... are my
to apply paint to the wall, and when she
could understand the comments of the GLB
— lips moving to form words, although no sound
members of the class and saw a unanimity in
discovers that it‘s actually work to make the
is coming out? YES! That‘s not crazy; that‘s not
not
taking the pill. 1 have heard virtually the.
roller work, she will give up. Save myself hours
voices in my head... that‘s just me, ticking off a
of frustration: find a blank wall and let her
same question abouttrans. It was in a different
list of things I need to do before my next home
context, and the responses were very different.
work for the 30 seconds it holds her interest.
improvement project:
Why might they be different?
5. Plan my project so as not to coincide with
First, a definition is needed for trans. Trans
a week full of other commitments. It might —
—————1,Make more lists — preferably beforehand.
seem like I can handle things fine while taking
could be an 80‘s album by Neil Young, but that
Having an idea of necessary materials will save
a "staycation,‘ but | can‘t. Checking emails
is not what it is here. Trans has been looked at
valuable time in the form of trips to Duncan
at the office, taking a child to ballet class,
in a number of ways. It implies movement, such
Builders‘ Supply for things like more brushes
doing theater rehearsals and performances
as trans—portation. It comes from Latin meaning
to replace the ones | ruined with primer.
"across" or "over." It has been thusly used for
and keeping up with a
transitioning.Trans
is an adjective with a double
manicure
are
all
going
to
* Criminal Defense
bond.
Some
are
more
interested in the social
collide in an unpleasant
* Family Law
and eventually I‘m on impact and see transas transgressing, in that
* Wills / Power of Attorney way,
stage with green paint on — case it links with the Latin concept of"beyond."
* Personal Injury
my nails and no excuse. Trans has many meanings. Being trans here is
6. Take "before" pictures being a trans man or a trans woman. The word
actually BEFORE starting man or woman, in this context, is the sex the
Proteetrimnc Our Famiurmes theproject."After"pictures person identifies as, rather than the one they
mean nothing if no one were assigned to at birth.
Arp ReusATIONSHIPRPS
The numbers present are for either all trans
can see how tacky things
were before | painted my people or trans women. When the trans women
nails green.
o numbers are isolated, they are, across the
For O
of countries worldwide, the leaders
And let‘s not forget the spectrum
in
several
However, the inclusion
most important item: help. of trans mencategories.
still
results
in a rating of number
Midway throughremoving one in the world in same
The
cabinet doors 1 realized numbers betweentrans men andcategories.
trans
women
there are some projects
close but the women as a subcategory
that cannot be done are
lead. Trans women are number one as murder
alone. Whether moving victims,
MARY KaY
physical assault victims and sexual
a piano into the living assault victims.
They are also number one in
room or getting a six— homelessness, joblessness,
John Stratton
suicide, refusal for
foot cornice from above medical care, and being HIV positive.
Independent Beauty Consultant
But | don‘t _
the living room window, hear them chanting, "We‘re number one!"
I need to recognize that
145 North Goodlett Street
So back to the question, "If there was a pill
not
everything
can
be
could take that would make you a male
Memphis, TN 38117
done with only two hands. oryoufemale,
and brain on the same page,
(Cell): 901—201—8550
Sometimes I need a friend rather thanbody
being
person would you
(Home): 901—820—0905
| to tell me what to write take it?" Some peoplea intrans
the world today choose
(Email): johnstratton@marykay.com
about, and sometimesI androgynouspresentations;
they choose to live
www.marykay.com/johnstratton
need a friend to tell me
where to put the couch —
Continued on page 18
and then help me move it.
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TRIANGLE SNAPSHOTS

Melissa Farris‘ The Color of my
Sex exchibition graced the walls
of Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center during the
annual Cooper—Young Festival.
In the top photograph, an
admirer appreciates a piece
called Jonathan and Bo during
the artist‘s reception on Friday,
Sept. 19.
In the middle photograph, the
artist (left) chats with Bo List at
her opening reception with Easy
Chair in the background.
Darlene Fike, Dee Vickers and
Rob Day enjoy the festivities
(left) as the evening reception
gets underway.
Art is on sale at MGLCC. For
more information, call MGLCC
at 278—6422.
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Time to come out as a

straight ally

Why I have volunteered to facilitate a "Straight Ally" workshop
By Linda Holmes
uring the 14 years that I‘ve attended

DNeshoba Unitarian Universalist Church,
I‘ve encountered many eye—opening
experiences portraying the difficulty that GLBTs
often face with their families, religious institutions,
and society in general. Testimonials and workshop
exercises have illustrated painful examples of
how hateful society can be. Throughout history,
there have been numerous "oppressed" groups
— African Americans, Jews, women...to name
a few. All of these people have had to fight for
equal rights.
Overcoming discrimination takes courage,
strength and especially, the voice of the un—
oppressed to defend the oppressed. | strongly
believe that heterosexuals must join voices with
GLBTs in seeking equal treatment for all people.
Heterosexuals must stand up to the inequities

and not tolerate harassment of GLBTs.
My hope is to educate heterosexuals by simply
raising their awareness of issues that are typically
foreign to them. For example, some GLBTs are
fearful of losing their jobs — solely due to their
sexual preference. Others have been disowned
by their families. Some can no longer attend their
religious institution that condemns them — or
worse — tries to reverse their sexual preference.
Yet others painstakingly attempt to edit and alter
their behavior and actions, trying desperately
to conceal their true identity — so as not to be
harassed and ridiculed by heterosexuals. Many
struggle with thoughts of suicide. In response
to accusations that GLBTs "choose" who they are
attracted to, a gay friend of mine once said, "Why
would anyone choose this path???"
Having considered myself a fairly open—

minded person, I was surprised to discover that
I had room for growth and improvement in the
area of GLBTs. Rather than simply "tolerate,"
we can modify our language, choosing words
that have broader meaning and are less likely®
to offend. We could ask people to refrain from
making jokes that are potentially cruel and
hurtful. We could take time to listen to the stories
of the GLBTs, finding the common ground in the
humanity. A phrase that | heard several years
ago remains in my mind: "What hurts more than
the hatred of my enemies is the silence of my
friends."
.
What else might heterosexuals do to provide
an accepting, caring environment for GLBTs? —
A brief workshop scheduled for October 11 at
Neshoba U.U. Church from 9—noon will aim to
provide some answers to this question.
_

Come out, come out wherever you are!

TJ readers share their coming out stories

Peterson Toscano

Anthony Culver

Q

Coming out" is an on—going process. When I meet
new people | decide how out | want to be with
i them —especially in work situations. | recently
had a colleague from California ask me if | was
married. My reply was "No, that wouldn‘t be legal
| in my state, but it would be in yours — at least for
| now." It was fun for me to watch the light bulb
l go on in her head. She then told me about how a
lesbian couple helped her raise her son, and the
conversation drifted back to work issues. I think
| most folks appreciate your honesty; and, if they
| don‘t, then that‘s their issue."

After 15 years of trying to straighten myself
out (and failing miserably), I decided to move
to Memphis to attend the Love in Action
ex—gay residential treatment center, a Homo
No Mo Halfway House. I‘m a persistent guy
and endured the program with its many
bizarre rules for two years. Of course the
therapy didn‘t work. It couldn‘t work. As my
dad once said, "You can‘t make a fish fly!" But
as a result of my time in the program, I did
change. I grew depressed, discouraged and
depleted.
After a few months of attempting to live
on the outside as a "non—gay" person, I finally
woke up one day as if I had awoken from a
coma. | sat in bed and in my head scanned
my life and my many years of trying to de—
gay myself. I asked myself the all important
question, "What in the world are you doing?"
That day in December 1998 | came to my
senses. Coming out of the closet took many _
more steps.
Here I was a newly hatched gay in
Memphis, and I had no idea what to do with
myself. I hopped into my VW Golf and for the first
time on my own, | entered what the program
called, "THE FORBIDDEN ZONE," which is basically
anything West of Highland Ave. That day I traded
in my car for a new VW Beetle with a sun roof
and a big ole yellow flower on the dashboard,
and I joined the downtown YMCA. Other than

that, I had no clue what to do as a gay personal
Over the next few weeks | discovered Integrity, 1
an GLBT—affirming Episcopal group and then |
Holy Trinity Community Church with its amazing"
pastor, Tim Meadows. I exited the stifling ex—gay
closet and landed in the waiting arms of the|
Memphis LGBT community. I found friends, faith |
and fabulousness."
|
2
|
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Spotlight on MGLCC‘s Outflix Festival 2008 —
If you weren‘t there, here‘s what you missed!

Proudly looking ahead!

By Mark Jones

By Carl S. Smith

s I reflect over this year‘s MGLCC‘s Outflix Film Festival, I can‘t help feeling extremely proud to
ow! The Outflix Film Festival is over.
Abe a part of such a magnificent GLBT organization and event. This year‘s festival, under the
Seven nights of film and two nights of|
leadership of Mark Jones, showcased high quality GLBT works which shows that Outflix is a
parties. | want to thank everyone on
Memphis brand that‘s well worth its value. It‘s always bittersweet to realize that another year‘s hard
the Outflix Committee and all the sponsors who
Work seems to come and go in an instant. Once again, we were fortunate enough to have a plethora of
made Outflix possible this year. Without the
fine films from which to choose. Although it was a difficult film selection process, I feel like this year‘s
committee and the sponsors, the festival would
film lineup offered something for everyone as it does each year, and I hope that our audience fell in
have been held in my backyard with the movies
__ love with these films as much as | did. Each year, we strive to bring the very best GLBT documentaries,
being shown on a bed sheet.
§
shorts and feature films from around the world not only to our community, but to the general public
Ridgeway Four proved to be an excellent
as well. Our newpartnership with Malco Theatres is another big reason for a successful year. Malco‘s
home for the film festival. While it did push
f
e
Ridgeway Four welcomed
the boundaries for a few Midtown diehards,
us with open arms, and our
Ridgeway Four was a very welcoming movie
community showed their
theater. A big thank you to Malco and all the
appreciation in return.
Ridgeway Four staff.
Throughout
the
Outflix is always looking for feedback. Your
entire
festival,
our
insight as patrons of the festival are invaluable.
films consistently drew
Please visit outflixfestival.org and e—mail the
audiences larger than the
director with suggestions for next year.
other three remaining
Most of the movies shown at Outflix
| auditoriums _ _combined.
will be available on DVD soon. Two of the
Our
audiences
were
movies will have theatrical releases later this
as diverse as our film
year. I‘m sure there will be reviews about
offerings. Attendees from
"Breakfast With Scot" and "Were the World Mine" ___
California, Massachusetts
in the Advocate and New York Times very soon
and North Carolina, just
as they open in New York and L.A this fall.
to mention a few places,
"Breakfast With Scot" was a great movie to
made the trek to Memphis
open the festival. However, there were other
to support us, and for that, —
options.
.
—
&
we thank them. The cast
TOP TEN REJECTED OPENING NIGHTS FILMS
of 3—Way graced us with
—FOR OUTFLIX 2008
their presence, and their
hilarious episodes made
10) Breakfast with Dan Quayle
Ts
a lasting impression on
9) Sally and the Older, Wiser Librarian
everyone, so much in fact
8) Handcuffs — The Musical!
that they made it a point to
7) Moving Van — The Musical!
visit several local Memphis
6) The Sarah Palin Story — A Comedy
hotspots while in town. I‘m
5) A Midsummer‘s Night Lesbian
sure that The Cockeyed
4) All My Queer Children
%
Camel and Central BBQ are
3) Len Piechowski Goes to the Fair
grateful to be chosen stops
2) Ghostbusters
during their brief Memphis _
1) A Very Short History of Straight Musical
tour. I also had the pleasure
Theater
of meeting Charlie David,
the drop—dead gorgeous
The Outflix committee will start up soon
and very talented writer,
to plan the 2009 festival. If you want to be on
director and star who
the committee, be on the lookout for listings of
— MASSAGE —
not
only
introduced
the 2009 committee in future Triangle Journals.
his
moving,
thought—
Thanks everyone for making the 2008 film
BY
provoking film Mulligans,
festival so successful.
but also conducted a
spirited Q&A afterwards.
SusBmiIsston DEADLINE
How many opportunities
outside of the Outflix Film
Pictures and articles for the
Festival would one have
November Triangle Journal are due: ~
the chance to see a great
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
Oct. 17, 2008
film while: sitting among
that film‘s writers, directors
E—mail: editor§@tjmemphis.coth
S
CALL
UT
IN/O
77
761—79
BY APPOINTMENT
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MGLCC‘s Outflix 2008, held September5 through 12 at Malco‘s Ridgeway Four, arguably featured a the best—ever—line
up offilms and shorts. Seen at the
festival were Keith Mitchell, MGLCC Executive Director Will Batts and Erick Vasquez welcoming a theatre goer
(upper left). Mark Jones, festival director,
addresses the crowd at opening night (above). Charlie David of The Mulligans speaks to the crowd on Saturday night
ofthe festival (left). The Outflix Planning
Team enjoys some well deserved accolades on Sunday evening (below left}. Outflix pass holders Charlie "Charo"Weathe
rall and his son Justin prepare to be
moved by Were the World Mine (below right). And women celebrate with the cast of the amazing 3—Way at
an afternoon after party at Cockeyed Camel
(bottom). All photos are courtesy of Herb Zeman.
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«Cuando los gays se llenan

When the gays get the
grays...

de canas...
Por Erick Vasquez

by Erick Vasquez

En alguna ciudad de la costaeste, un ———
hombre abiertamente gay, quien no tenia
familia ni amigos, decidi6 ponerse en una
casa de retiro de su escogencia. Los otros en su
&piso fueron incomodados por su orientacién
sexual, y como resultado este hombre de 79
anos fue trasladado al piso para los pacientes .
con

discapacidades

y

demencia.

El

stress

resultante hizo que se sintiera muy deprimido
como para vivir. Se suicid6 colgandose del techo.
Conforme la poblacion de la tercera edad
aumenta en los Estados Unidos —se espera
que se duplique de 44 millones a 90 millones —
en los siguientes 25 anos— los abusos como
_estos
___ para

y la falta general de cuidado humano
_los adultos _ mayores homosexuals

estan llegando a ser mas y mas visibles.
De acuerdo a las estadisticas de SAGE (Servicio
y Defensa de los Adultos Mayores GLBT, por sus
siglas en inglés), la poblacion gay de la tercera
edad se multiplicara de 3 a 6 o 7 millones en
los siguientes 25 anos, y sus comunidades
no estan preparadas para darles albergue y
cuidados médicos apropiados. Investigadores
—y activistas ven una crisis que se avecina.
"Elnumero de adultosdela tercera edad puede
llegar a ser un tipo de crisis como la epidemia
del HIV en los siguientes 5 a 10 anos, y no hay
"ninguna estructura para lidiar con ella. No estan
listos para nosotros," dijo Amber Hollibaugh, un
adulto de la tercera edad que planea la estrategia
para la "National Gay and Lesbian Task Force".
La
encuesta
"Gay
y
envejeciendo:
Preocupaciones para el futuro", que acaba
de ser publicada por Community Marketing,
Inc., encontro que un 70 por ciento de los gay
y lesbianas que tomaron la encuesta y con
edad arriba de los 40 tienen preocupaciones
acerca de perder la abilidad de cuidarse
a si mismos. La mayoria tambien teme
"el llegar a estar enfermos o — disvalidos

omewherein an east coast city, an openly
gay man who had no family or friends
decided to put himself in the nursing home
of his choice. The others on his floor were made
uncomfortable by his sexual orientation, and as
a result the 79—year—

oldwasmovedt
o
a
inanddementia. The
rmadeesultin—ghim strteos

fiepressed t‘o tIrcvezj
e
committe
by
suicide.
hanging himself.
As the" claeny

Researchers and activists see a crisis looming.
"The [aging of the GLBT population] could
become a kind of crisis like the HIV epidemic
in the next five to 10 years, and there is no

structure to deal withit. They‘re not ready for
" said Amber Hollibaugh, senior strategist
for the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force.
The survey "Gay and Graying: Concerns
for the Future," just released by Community
Marketing Inc., found 70 percent of its lesbian
and gay respondents over age 40 with concerns
about losing the ability to

§
"The
$
couldbecome
population]
¢akindofcrisiscc.,"
likethe HIV

c[faecoming
ree meenre
for tshicekmseolrvesd.isaAndbled.
tHhsesoihcfehowdresralprwoigvloivderssnomceiandentty,,

epidemic in the next five
&
to 10 years, and thete is no
‘il. i+ "
Structure to deal with it.

nursing homdes7a<_jrjﬁst;oéheiz
urgent needs?
The federa
government has begun
making some improvements:
semors:
for

population swells
in the US — doubling from 44 million to 90
million in the next 25 years — abuses like these
and the general lack of humane care for GLBT
elders are becoming more and more visible.
According to statistics from SAGE (Service
and Advocacy for GLBT Elders), the senior GLBT
population will multiply from 3 million to 6
or 7 million in the next 25 years, and their
communities are not prepared to give them
proper housing and the appropriate healthcare.

administration, for example,
admitted SAGE as the first LGBT delegate to
the White House Conference on Aging in 2005.
LGBT aging projects are also branching out
in cities such as Boston, New York, Chicago and
Atlanta. And Stonewall Communities, anon—
profit organization from Boston, has partnered
with Abbott Real Estate to build "Stonewall
Audubon Circle," a complex of 53 one— and two—
bedroom homes which feature assisted—living
centers for older gay people, the first of its kind.

Dr Allison Stiles, FAAP
coe
Rela Miller, FNP

l|
Internal Medicine

i|
||
€
i

federal, los proveedores de servicios médicos, y
las casas de asilo seajustan a estas necesidades
urgentes? El gobierno federal ha comenzado
a hacer algunas — mejorias para los adultos
mayores homosexuales. La administracion
lBush, por ejemplo, admiti6 a SAGE como el
primer delegado GLBT a la Conferencia de
_la Casa Blanca en Envejecimiento en 2005.
Proyectos de envejecimiento homosexual
también estan siendo efectivos en ciudades
Boston, Nueva York, Chicago y Atlanta. Y
las Comunidades Stonewall, una organizacion
sin fines de lucro de Boston, se ha asociado con la
#eompania de bienes raices Abbott para construir
"Stonewall Audubon Circle" que comprende 53
hogares de una y dos habitaciones con centros
de asistencia para personas homosexuales de la
tercera edad, la primera de este tipo.
#6 Triangle Journal—October 2008

and
Pediatrics
325 Eastmoreland Ave.
Suite 585
(901) 276—0249
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Cecil Ray

McLeod
September 20, 1944
September 18, 2008
Cecil

was

member
Orpheum

a

staff

at

the

Theatre

in Memphis for 15
years, finally as box office manager and also a
former president and volunteer of Friends of
the Orpheum. He was much beloved because
ofhis natural sweetness and many kindnesses.
He always had a smile for everyone that
sometimes even looked a little like he knew
something you didn‘t know. The Orpheum
which he called home and loved.
He also was an early activist in the GLBT
community

serving

as

treasurer

for

the

Memphis Gay Coalition from 1980 to 1990. The
flag at Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community

Center was lowered to half staff at his passing
in honor of his many contributions.
A memorial may be found on findagrave.
com.

©2008

scheduled a celebration ofhis life at the theatre

sev—
v

e—mail: EditorialCartoon@gsyndicate.com

Del Martin was born on May 5, 1921, in San Francisco. She met her life partner Phyllis Lyon in 1950.
Martin and Lyon co—founded the Daughters of Bilitis, the nation‘s first lesbian organization. On June

16, 2008, after being together for 56 years, Martin and Lyon were the first same—sex couple legally
married in California. Martin was a leading feminist and civil rights activist. She wrote "Battered Women,"
a book about domestic violence, and with Lyon co—authored two books. She was the first out lesbian

elected to the National Organization for Women (NOW), and was a founding member of the Alice B.
Toklas Lesbian/Gay Democratic Club. Martin died August 27, 2008
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Quetzal‘s After Dark series features "Club Sexy" every first Saturday of each month.
| quetzal@quetzal.org
Quetzal | 668 UnionAve. | 901 605 7243 | "_°PREREAMAare
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*Continued from page 9
in between. Some intersexed individuals choose
to live without the medical modification which
would be needed to live as one sex or the other.
Instead they decide to live as they were born. 1 do
not find that hard to understand or accept. From
my experience most trans people, who choose
to transition medically into the other sex, would
_ be happy if they could take a simple pill rather
than the multitude of pills and surgical options
=— open to them. So the responses are mixed, but
theresponse is generally not whetherto choose
to be trans, but rather what to do with being
trans. A trans person has to decide, "How much
transition is enough for my sanity?"
Once I heard a comedian say when things
are bad someone usually says, "Well things could
be worse, look at that guy." Then he said, "Think
of that last guy. That guy has no one to look at."
— That is what | am saying here. Look at that last
person, the trans person, 50 percent commit
_ suicide. That is 50 percent of adolescents and
percent of

adults.

One

Memphis

trans

person I know, within just six months of coming
out, had been physically assaulted, lost a job,
contemplated suicide and had been denied
medical care. | encourage the gay, lesbian and
bisexual community to be supportive of those
who are #1 — the trans community. Next time
you get down from being oppressed, think of
the trans woman of color, and say a prayer for
her. She‘s number one.
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Office : 901.278.4380
Residence : 901.454.1931
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Settling out Communityfo’z 18 yams! please
call me when youra’ze leady to sell or to

* purchasea home. I want to be your teal
estate connection.
— a8 Triangle Journal—October 2008

DVD or will

be available soon..

Making strides
against breast cancer
he fight against breast cancer will be
§
commemorated on October 11 at
the American Cancer Society Making
Strides Against Breast Cancer®, a five—mile,
noncompetitive walk starting at Cancer Survivors
Park, 651 Perkins Extd. at Southern.
More than 182,000 women will be diagnosed
with breast cancer this year and more than
40,000 will die from the disease. You can make
the commitment to join the fight against this —
disease during Breast Cancer Awareness Month
this October.
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer is more
than just the name of an event. It represents the
progress we are all making together to defeat
this disease. Making Strides is about passion; it‘s
about prevention; and it‘s about remembering
and celebrating those who been touched by
breast cancer.
Funds raised through this event will support
the American Cancer Society‘s efforts to fund
groundbreaking breast cancer research, provide
up—to—date prevention and early detection
information, advocate for all women to have
access to mammograms and treatment and offer
free programs and services to improve the quality
of life for cancer patients and their loved ones.
For more information visit www.cancer.
org/stridesonline, or call the local office of the
American Cancer Society at 901—278—2091.
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Halloween settlesin for a

week of frighteningly good

fun at MGLCC
By James Cox
pooky classic films, frighteningly good family fun and macabre art are all —
Sin store for Memphis Gay and Lesbian Community Center‘s Halloween —
celebration, called Fright Nights, which runs Tuesday, Oct. 21 through

Friday, Oct. 24.

Tuesday, the first night of the "Fright Night Classics," showcases a 1931 horror
classic about a mad scientist and his monstrous creation at 7:00 p.m.
—
Wednesday evening is billed as "a dress rehearsal for the big night" for
GLBT families. Kids and adults alike can try out their Halloween get—up for
the costume contest. Thecenter will also have a
[F
number of festive activities like pumpkin carving
— demonstrations, cookie decorating and meet—
and—greets with spooky characters. Everyone is
welcome to warm up the cool autumn night with
witch‘s brew stew for a small donation. Activities
again start at 7:00 p.m.
Thursday night returns to another horror
classic about blood—sucking fiends at 7:00 p.m.
ThelastnightofFrightNightsisanartexhibition
dedicated to the ghoulish, ghastly and morbid
Local artists are invited to create a piece specifically
to sell at the show. All proceeds will benefit the
programs of MGLCC.

A

Patient Town
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know

HIVtreatment
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thlQﬂS

Guest Presenter:
John M. Norwood, MD — Associate Professor, University ofTennessee, Department of Medicine

Date: Thursday, October 9, 2008 — 6:30pm — 9:00pm
Venue: St. Andrew AME Church, 1472 Miss ppi Blvd., Memphis,
For questions or to RSVP please call:
866.474.2722
e cen cglbbsrapac org
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Barack and the
hard place he‘s fo
und himself in
gby Len Piechowski
youth in Kansas, his adult life and career on the
ome tracking polls indicate that a woman
from Alaska, who is giving a fresh look at
balancing motherhood and politics, has
suddenly

placed

the

democratic

candidate

for president squarely in a tough struggle. But
fathers are pretty darnimportant too! So let‘s take
a look at the role fathers play in the life of the first
African—American who has a serious shot at the
presidency. Dreams From My Father spans Barack
Obama‘s life as a son of a black African man and
a white American woman. In it, he insightfully
describes

to

me, a son of a
white
man

Polish
who

had, shall we
say,

more

than his share
of
Tuovents ox
Recransine
Tin American
Dram
Reap sy tur
autior

politically

incorrect
views

on

ethnicity,
how

he

successfully
w o r k e d

south side of Chicago, and his visit to Kenya, the
land of his father. In detailing his visit to Kenya,
he intimately recounts the pain of a father
hardly known along with the reconciliation he
embraces. And during his time in Chicago, his
admiration for Harold Washington, the first black
mayor of Chicago shines forth. Washington
was perhaps a father figure for Barack and the
exultation that was a part of that experience
and the depths of despair that came in the wake
of his death is moving and heartbreaking.
Dreams From My Father: A Story of Race
and Inheritance was Obama‘s first book. It is
published by Three Rivers Press in New York City
in 1995 and then again in 2004. It is 453 pages
in length.
In his second book, The Audacity of Hope:
Thoughts on Reclaiming the American Dream
(New York: Crown Publishers, 2006. 375 pages)
Barack Obama seems to come the closest I‘ve
seen in a long time to tipping the scales of
leadership back in favor of character rather than
persona. His reflections on the Constitution
of the United States and the current fad of its
blatant disregard, the global economy and his

and

personal and political values shared over coffee
with Warren Buffet, are nothing short of amazing.

His story is told through a recounting of the

This book is written by a real human being; a
thinking, feeling and, dare—I—say, genuine human

through

his

youthful

resentment

antagonism against white people.
major stages of his life: his birth in Hawaii, his

being. Not since JFK, RFK and MLK have I felt this

Coqeregobloqol Church
100OO South Cooper Street
(ale ag
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way. | promise you, if you read the book you‘ll
feel like an American again.
But where is he on our issues?
We seem to have an ally. But when it comes
to the gay marriage issue, he draws the line.
Obama‘s opposed to it. But here‘s a bit more
about his actual stance in his own words: "...
no matter how much Christians who oppose
homosexuality may claim that they hate the sin
butlove the sinner, such ajudgment inflicts pain
on good people — people who are made in the
image ofGod, and who are often truer to Christ‘s
message than those who condemn them. And
I am reminded that it is my obligation, not only
as an elected official in a pluralistic society
but also as a Christian, to remain open to the
possibility that my unwillingness to support
gay marriage is misguided, just as I cannot
claim infallibility in my support of abortion
rights. I must admit that I may been infected
with society‘s prejudices and predilections,
and attributed them to God; that Jesus‘ call to
love one another might demand a difference
conclusion; and that in years hence | may be
seen as someone who was on the wrong side
of history." (p. 223)
Equivocation or character? That will be
your call. You should read his book. I imagine
you‘ll feel confident about what you decide.

_McCain‘s autobiography examines
years of service
by Andrew Stricklin

_
§

J

_

>

forth the Fighting For is the second part
of the John McCain‘s autobiography

W
followin Faith of My Fathers. In the:
first book, Senator McCain focused primarily on

the lives of his father, Admiral John S. McCain,
Jr., and grandfather, John S. McCain, Sr. The first
book also contined stories of his youth, academy
days and service in the United States Navy,
including his stay as an honored prisoner of war
at the famous Hanoi Hilton and the inhuman
treatment he and his fellow POWs suffered.
This second book picks up during the period

party. Life is a very complicated endeavor, thus
it is understandable that the solutions to our,
and the world‘s, problems follow suit. This book
illustrates what experiences John McCain draws
on and provides understanding of this very basic
concept and how he has been influenced from
a vast variety of people, principles and politics. —
It is a shame that this book didnot do as well
as his first, but many do not get inspired about
political maneuverings and ideologies. Along
with that fact, we set our expectations of sequels

to be bigger and better than the original. This
— booksimplydidnot deliver
in that respect.
The book does contain a number of notable
where John McCain returned from his years as a
portions from his twenty years in Congress. He
POW, and focuses on his service in government.
does address one of the predominant issues of
Whereas the first book talked about the
the day, special earmarks and pork spending. It
_ contributions of his family, this book shares the
does leave one feeling a little short, because we
influences of a number of historical figures that—
do love finger—pointing and naming of names,
helped shape him as a person and a statesman.
which McCain reframes from doing.
Those
notable
figures included
the
Another interesting part of the book is the
powerhouse
Congressman
Henry _ Martin
chapter about the Vietnam War, the mistakes
"Scoop" Jackson from Washington, President
made and arrogance of shallow players, but he
Theodore Roosevelt, U.S. Air Force Reserve
only wobbles on the precipice of clearly berating
Major General and Senator Barry Goldwater
former Defense Secretary Robert McNamara
from Arizona, professional basketball player and —
for his tunnel—vision both during andwell after
U.S representative Morris "Mo" Udall, American
the conflict was over as he and delegation
general and "Father of the U.S. Air Force" William
from the United States attempt to engage the
"Billy" Mitchell, along with others including
Vietnamese in talks to share the "mistakes"
fictional literary charters from such authors
from both side of the conflict. An exercise
as John Steinbeck and Ernest Hemingway.
in which the victors do not wish to engage.
As any good moderate will tell you, the best of
His discussion of his work in regards to campaign
all ideas will never be found in a single political
finance reform is very insightful to our political

MJ

system,
—and
well worth the
read, along with
the
chapter
concerning
the
Keating
Five

nur pmucarron
An
Mav
ann
Tm» menores
wio rmsrrRED atm

and (the
failed
nomination
of
John Tower as
DefenseSecretary.
Both were notable
hard
times
for
McCain.
The book also
includes
some
me m ora ble,
pers o _n a |

RAW O
:
FIGHTING For

|

OHN McCAIN.

ex periences
and revelations for McCain over the years. The —
book, in a number of places, comes across very —
dry and anti—climatic. Any but the ad video
political junky would find this book somewhat
stale, but one must look at it, as we should with
many things in life, as a representation of a life‘s
collection, the good, the bad and the ugly. We
are not defined solely by our accomplishments,
but the failures along the way to them.
Even though some would find it lacking,
it does present a very well rounded insight to
John McCain as a person and a political leader. If
— you are looking for simply a puff piece to further
his political aspirations, you will need to look

elsewhere.

the

AFTER DARK —
presents... Disco Sunday
Disco from retro to nuevo. Listen to ours or bring yours.
On.
Select
Sundays

ce.com
Quetzal | 668 UnionAve. | 901 605 7243 | myspa
www.quetzal.org

{

& f quetzal@quetzal.org
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TRIANGLE JOURNAL GUIDE TO COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT FOR OCTOBER 2008

<~Oct 5
MGLCC‘s Memphis
Gaymes begin
with the Bowling
Competion at 3pm
at Winchester Bowl
Lambda Legal
presentation and —
short film Overruled
at MGLCC at 7:00 PM

Oct 12
Blues Bash Softball
_. Tourney all day at
Kennedy Field
Memphis Gaymes
Closing Ceremonies
with John Amaechi
at Playhouse on the
Square at 6pm.
Oct 19
MGLCC Board
Meeting at 2pm

Oct 6
MGLCC‘s Memphis
Gaymes Putt—Putt
Competition at 7
pm at Putt—Putt on
Summer Avenue

Oct 20
MGLCC‘s Finance
Committee meets at
6:30 pm

Every
Monday
Women‘s Rugby
Practice at Tobey
Park at 6:30 p.m.
Monday Night at the
Movies sponsored by
Holy Trinity UCC at
Bartlett Cinema 10 at
6:45 p.m.

Second
Select
Sundays
Disco Sunday @
Quetzal on select
Sundays at 4—7 p.m.
Call 605—7243.

& Fourth
Mondays
Perpetual Transition —
transgender support
group meets at
7:30 p.m. at MGLCC

Oct 7
MGLCC‘s Memphis
Gaymes Volleyball
and Basketball
Competitions at
Idlewild Presbyterian
Church at 7 pm

Oct 14
Rhodes College GSA
presents Rev. Elise
Elrod discussing
transgender issues
at 7:00 p.m. Contact
drajm@rhodes.edu
for more information.

Every Tues
Phoenix AA (Open
AA group) Grace—St.
Luke‘s Church, 1790
Peabody at 8 p.m.
The Caring Group:
Relaxation and
destressing by subtle
energy practices at
Holy Trinity UCC at
7 p.m.
Lesbians with Breast
Cancer support
group at YWCA, 766
S. Highland at 7 p.m.

Tea Dance at Metro
every Sunday 4 p.m.

Singles Dart
Tournament at
Crossroads 7:45 p.m.

Pool Tournament
at Pumping Station
every Sunday 6pm

Pool Tournament at
One More at
8:30 p.m.

Oct 11
Womyn‘s Potluck
6:30 p.m.
at MGLCC

Every
Wednesday
Galloway Church
Book Club at
Otherlands at
7:30 p.m.

Every
Second
Wednesday
TEP meeting at
Quetzal at 6:30 pm.

— Gaymes Pool and —
Darts Competitions
at RP Billiards at 7 pm
Emerging Therapies
Conference at
St. Andrew AME
Church at 5:30 pm
call 866—474—2722.

Every
Thursday
Cotton Pickin‘
Squares square
dancing group at
Holy Trinity UCC
at 7:30 p.m.

at5:30 pm.See|
www.wkno.org$

Every

Blues Bash Softball
Tourney all day at
Kennedy Field

Friday
First Congo Films at
First Congregational
Church at 7 & 9 p.m.

MGLCC‘s NCOD
Evening Reception
with John Amaechi
Call 857—8523 for info

Seriously Sober at
Holy Trinity UCC at
8:00 p.m.

Memphis Farmers‘
Market
"He pecan, she
pecan, we all pecan."

Karaoke at One More
at 8 p.m.

Women‘s Rugby
Practice at U of M
at 6:30 p.m.

Drag Show at
Crossroads at

Karaoke at Paragon
at 9 p.m.

Late Night Beer Bust
at Pumping Station at
10 p.m.

Barbara Blue
with Nat Kerr at
Crossroads at 10 p.m.

Natlonal>
Coming Out
Day

Drag Show at
Backstreet at
midnight.

Oct 18
Memphis Farmers‘
Market
"Good gourd!"
Out of Darkness
Community Walk for
Suicide Prevention
starts at Memphis
Botanic Gardens. See
www.outofdarkness.
org.
Quetzal After Dark
presents the Red
Room starting at
10 pm.
Oct 25
Memphis Farmers‘
Market
"The Pumpkin
Patch!"
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Friends for Life
presents Once Upon
A Time — Scary Tales
— Costume Party
Benefit at 9pm at the
Fairgrounds

news

«

2 3.

case

_Communtty Resources —
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO
Tennessee
Transgender
Pohtlcal
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 — (901)
Coalition TTPC_
PO. Box 92335
¥WiIndicates
Triangle
Journal
335—MAGY — wwwmagyonline.org
Nashville, EN 372090 http://ttepac.
distribution points.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health:
com_ TTGPAC@aol.com (615)293—6199
1462 Poplar Ave. — (901) 274—3550
(615)353—1834 fax
¥ Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community
UT—Martin ALLIES:
Campus
and
Center (MGLCC):892 S. Cooper St., (901)
community. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info
278—6422 Web site: wwwmglec.org
131F Humanities Bldg., Martin, TN 38238)
Please letusknow if
.
— Memphis Stonewall Democrats: rO.
— neilg@utm.edu
contact Informatzon Icy angeszso .
Box 42041, Memphis, TN 38174 — www.
that we can keep our commumty—
memphlsstonewalldcmocrats org
l o
wih
_.
_.
mphsstonewalldem@yahoo.com — (901) ~_COUNSELING SERVICES
327—2677
Counseling Referral Service: MGLCC‘s
. accurate mfomauon_ . _ '
Mid—South Equality: www.geocities.corn/
Confidential Counseling Referral Service
_ midsouth_equality
— (901) 347—8701°
Thanks? 3%
Mid—SouthGayandLesbianRepublicans
¥
Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential
(MGLR):
groups.yahoo.com/ groupif
Healing Center, 1713 Lockett PI. — (901)

— editors@timemphis. com .

__ ADULT BOOKSTORES
¥ Fantasy Warehouse #1: 791—793 N.
_ White Station, (901) 683—9649
BARS
¥ 901 Complex: 136 Webster St., (901)
357—8383
¥ Backstreet Memphis: 2018 Court St.,
(901) 276—55322
¥Crossroads: 1278Jefferson Ave., (901)
272—8801
¥ Dru‘s Place: 1474 Madison Ave.,
(901) 278—0521
¥ Lorenz/AfterShock: 1528 Madison
Ave., (901) 274—8272
¥ Metro Memphis: 1349 Autumn, (901)
274—8010
¥ Nocturnal: 1588 Madison
¥ One More: 2117 Peabody, (901) 278—
6673
¥ Paragon: 2865 Walnut Grove, (901)
320—0026
¥ Pumping Station: 1382 Poplar Ave.,
(901) 272—7600 __
¥ Vault, 529 S. Highland _

BOOKS
s
¥ Borders: 6685 Poplar Pike
¥ —Burke‘s: 936 South Cooper
¥ Davis—Kidd: 387 Perkins Extended
¥ Memphis Public Library 3030
Poplar
§

COMMUNITY GROUPS
Blue Suede Bears of Memphis, Inc.: 41
—S. Morrison — www.bluesuedebears.com —
Children of— Lesbians and Gays
Everywhere (COLAGE) Memphis:
colagememphis@yahoo.com
=
colagememphis.yahoogroups.com
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
— square dance club meets Thurs., 7 pm
Holy Trinity, 685 S. nghland (901) 272—
2116
4F: Leather/Levi group, 698 Pope Dr.,
Bartlett 38112
¥ Friends For Life: HIV/AIDS service
organization — 43 N. Cleveland, (901) 272—
0855 — www friendsforlifecorp.org
\Initiative:Fairness (political committee
of MGLCC: IF@mglec.org; www.mglec..
— org/IF
f

MidsouthGLR/
Mid—South Pride, Inc.: Mail to 111 S.
Highland Ave., Suite 322, Memphis, TN
38111 — 685 S. Highland, 3rd Floor — (901)
414—2197 — Fax: (901) 592—6635 — info@

midsouthprideorg — www.midsouthpride.
org
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group, c/o
Barbara Jean Jasen, Box 11052, Memphis,
TN 38111—0052
Mystic Krewe of Memphls United: 41
8. Century _
Mystic Krewe of Pegasus Memphis: A
social charitable organization. 7626 Shelby
Woods Cove, Memphis, TN 38125
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
& Gays (PFLAG) Memphis, TN
— (901) 268—2511— pfliagmemphis@
pfiagmemphis.org
Parents, Families, & Friends of Lesbians
& Gays (PFLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 —
(901) 664—6614 — burtren@aeneas.com
PFLAG Oxford/North Mississippi:
Meets the third Thursday of every month.
Johnson Commons room 203 (Isom
Center) 7 p.m. — (662) 816—2142 — PO Box
2142 Oxford, MS — wwwgeocities.com/
pflag_oxfordnorthms
>
Perpetual Transition: A support and
social group for transgender people of all
varieties and non—trans allies. — clanham@
memphis.edu. — wwwgroups.yahoo.com/
group /perpetualtransition
PhoenixAAGroup: EveryTuesdayevening
at Grace St. Luke‘s Church at 8pm.
Seriously Sober: AA meeting at Holy
Trinity United Church of Christ 685 South
Highland every Friday evening at 8 pm.
Shelby County Committee of Tennessee
Equality
Project:
shelbycounty@
tnequalityproject.com
Stonewall Tigers:University of Memphis,
c/o Stonewall Tigers, 2522 Campus Postal
Station, Memphis, TN 38152—2521 —
stonewalltigers@yahoo.com
_ Tennessee Equality Project works for the
equality of LGBT persons through the
establishment of fair and equitable laws.
Meets every second Wednesday at 6:30
pm at Quetzal.
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
Dr.Memphls TN — (901) 357—1921
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Association: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ.,
MS 38677 — (662) 915—7049 — glba@olemiss.
edu — www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba —

3720710 EMDR, group, individual,
couples & family therapy
Bob Loos, MS, LPC—MHSP: Individual,
couples, & family therapy for anxiety,

depressmn relationships sexual 1denmty
issues: (901) 581—9898

FOOD,
RESTAURANTS,
AND
COFFEE
¥ Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle
PI. — (901) 272—0022
¥Buns
—
on the Run: 2150 Elzey Ave
6") (901) 278—2867Cafe Ole: 959 South
Cooper
¥ India Palace: 1720 Poplar
¥ Java Cabana: 210 Young
¥ Molly‘s: 2006 Madison
¥ Otherlands: 641 South Cooper
¥ Pie in the Sky: 2158 Young Avenue
¥ Quetzal: 668 Union Ave.
¥ Sweet: 938 S. Cooper.
¥ Wild Oats: 522 Poplar

HELP & INFORMATION LINES
— Gay & Lesbian Helpline: 1—888—340—
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
9pm)
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: 1—800—
— 347—TEEN Mon.—Fri. 5—9 pm (Pacific)
Web site: youthtalkline.org
LINC: (901) 415—2700 aD A comrnumty

SPIRITUALITY
&
g
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphls
Box 41371, Memphis,TN 38174—1371
¥ First Congregational Church: Worship
Service: Sun. 10:30 am» 1000 S. Cooper St.
6D). (901) 278—6786
&
s
5s
First Presbyterian Church: Sun School
9:30 am; Coffee & fellowship, 10:30 am;
Worship, 11 am * 166 Poplar Ave. — (963)
525—5619
:
2
Galloway Church: wwwgallowaychurch.
com
¥ Holy Trinity Umted Church of Christ:
Worship Service: Sun. 11 am; Bible study:
Wed. 7 pm — 685 S. nghland (901) 320—
9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues.,
Worship, 6:30 pm; Dinner, 7:00. pm;
Meeting 7:30pm — c/o Calvary Episcopal __
Church, 102 N. 2nd — (901) 525—6602 _
Living
Word
Christian Church:
Worship Service Sun. 9:30 am *+ 1015
S. Cooper — (901) 485—0949 — www.
livingwordchristianchurch.net ~
az
Memphis Friends (Quakers): Sundav
11:00am — 917 S. Cooper — (901) 274—1500 —
— memphisfriends.org ——
%
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists
& Humanists: (901) 327—2677 ——
memphisgalah@yahoo.com
Neshoba Unitarian Universalist Church: _
(901) 266—2626
Open Heart Spiritual Center: 2489
Broad
Unity Church of Memphis: 2570 Knby
Rd. Memphis, TN 38119

SPORTS AND FITNESS
Bluff City Sports Association: www.
bluffcitysports.net
¥ French Riviera Spa: 3486 Poplar

THEATER
¥ Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar
¥ Playhouse on the Square: 51 South
Cooper
¥ Theatre-Works 2085 Monroe

informational
agency
_ providing
information on shelters and senior
services
¥ Memphis Sexual Assault Resource
Center: (901) 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: (901) 276—LIVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT
youthhotline — 1—800—399—PEER — Mon.—
Fri. 5—10 pm (Eastern)
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: (901) 274—
7477

—
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES —
— ¥ Dabbles: 19 North Cooper
¥ Inz and Outz: 553 South Cooper (901)
728—6535
¥ The Studio: 629 South Cooper
¥ Paggios Hair Salon: (901) 274—3944 —
¥ Video, Movies, and More: 3125
Poplar
f
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